
Guide for Traders 

Declaring Third Country Imports, 

which will include goods from the EU following the 
end of the transition period.



Imported goods 
Not in Free Circulation within the Customs Territory

[Including the Channel Islands]

In order to clear consignments will need to access your GST or AGI account and search for your imported 
consignments or add the consignment using the CLC by using the ‘Add consignment to this account’. 

Select the date range and search    



Imported goods 
Not in Free Circulation within the Customs Territory

[Including the Channel Islands]

To declare the import click on the CLC [as shown below]. 



Declaring goods ‘not in free circulation’

• Once you click on the CLC it will bring up your consignment – on the right hand side of the screen is a box showing 
Options and Declare. Click on declare and follow the directions. [This screen may look slightly different for clearance 
agents, please declare your consignments as you would normally]. 

• If you have documents, please scan an upload them to the declaration, this will assist Customs if required.



Creating and submitting the declaration

• Freight cost – if the Freight charge is incorrect, or if it has not been added – please click on the top line small 
Edit box [as shown below] to enter the Freight charge. Freight costs must be declared separately and must be 
accurate.  Follow the process shown on the following page.  



Adding the Freight cost - select change, enter the value, then select Ok [as shown below] 



Declaring the goods - on the second line – as shown below

To declare the imported goods which are ‘Not in Free Circulation’ please click on the small Edit box on the 
second line and enter the details. Then click on the small blue arrow and select the correct Country code 
and proceed [as shown below]. Then tab through the declaration to get to the next field. 



Continuation of the declaration on the second line

Once the Country code is entered – click on the next small blue box and select the goods category [as 
shown below] this will bring up some options to select. Then tab through and enter the unit items and the 
value in the correct currency.   



Finding the Commodity code – All goods must be declared with a Commodity Code – the supplier may 
have entered the code on the invoice which will assist. There is a link to the UK Trade Tariff  where you will 
find the code. Once the Commodity code is found, enter it into the box provided and tab through to the 
next entry. There is a classification email address on the webpage if you require further assistance in 
classifying your goods classification.enquiries@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk

mailto:classification.enquiries@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk


Commodity Codes

Once the correct Commodity code has been identified, there is an option to select either ‘Import or 
Export’ to search for any relevant additional criteria which the consignment may be liable for, and to 
ascertain if the specific country of importation has a higher rate of duty, or any additional duties for the 
consignment.  



Calculating the Duty
To calculate the duty - Caesar requires information on the products being imported. 

This may include the weight of the goods, or in some cases the sugar content, or fat content. 

• Caesar now allows the declarant to specify a particular scenario for the consignment by using the 
relevant ‘select this scenario’ when Caesar automatically presents you with the Measures screen. [As 
shown on the next page] 



What are Tariff Measures?

In the simplest terms, a measure allows the application of the customs tariff and legislation of goods imported 

and exported from a given country.

Fiscal Measures - Measures are applied to goods to regulate imports into the UK. These Tariffs can increase the 

overall cost of importing a certain good with the higher taxes levied by the government or reduce [or remove] 

the tax charges to allow domestic businesses access to goods at a cheaper rate allowing the economy to thrive.  

Non Fiscal Measures - these are generally defined as policy measures rather than customs tariffs, to create 

trade barriers regulating import and export. These can take the form of import / export restrictions, sanctions 

and more.  

Tariff Measures and Scenarios - There are multiple selectable options;

Please read the conditions carefully to make sure you are selecting the correct scenario. Additionally, please 

ensure you have the relevant documentation ready to upload to the declaration on Caesar, or email it to the 

Revenue and Goods control unit at rgc@gov.je

Certificate of Origin - If items are declared as ‘preferential origin’ to gain a reduced, or zero rate of duty, this 

should be selected and the relevant documentation uploaded, or sent. This will require Officers approval before 

it can be authorised and the declaration finalised.

mailto:rgc@gov.je


Tariff Measures and Scenarios - There are multiple selectable options – please read the conditions 
carefully to make sure you are selecting the correct option. Additionally, that you have the relevant 
documentation ready to upload to the consignment on Caesar, or email it to the Revenue and Goods 
control unit at rgc@gov.je

Certificate of Origin - If items are declared as ‘preferential origin’ to gain a reduced, or zero rate of duty, 
this should be selected and the relevant documentation uploaded, or sent [Certificate of origin]. This will 
require Officers approval before it can be authorised and the declaration finalised. 

mailto:rgc@gov.je


Measurements – in some cases measurements may have to be entered in units – such as kg – this box 
will appear and must have the measurements entered to continue. Then complete the declaration.

• For example – if the import is 50 kg of carrots – enter 50 in the box provided. If its chocolate, it may request the fat 
content, or sugar content, or 20 boxes of shoes with 10 pairs in each box, the units measurement will be 200. 



Declaration cannot be completed - If the consignment declaration shows the following message below -
the Tariff measures will have to be reviewed by a JCIS Officer before continuation of the declaration can 
be completed. This is to ensure the correct paperwork has been submitted and Customs do not require 
any further information. Once authorised, you will be able to make payment, or if zero rated the 
declaration will be resolved. 

• If the correct information is supplied by the declarant to Officers, at import, this will help expedite the 
clearance process.



Further information on imports to Jersey can be found at gov.je


